A set of techniques for configuring a speech recognition system to a particular user are described in the context of voice label recognition over the public switched telephone network. User-configurable vocabularies are provided through automatic acoustic baseform determination based on an inventory of speaker independent subword acoustic units. The tendency of input utterances t o contain out-ofvocabulary or non-speech information is accounted for using likelihood ratio based utterance verification procedures. Mismatch between a given user's utterances and the H M M model is accounted for using a frequency warping approach to speaker normalization. The performance of these techniques was evaluated on utterances taken from a trial version of a voice label recognition service.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
There has been considerable interest in telecommunications based speech recognition services that provide user configurable vocabularies. Name dialing systems are a good example. These systems provide personalized voice controlled repertory dialers that can be easily configured by each individual user. This paper describes a set of techniques that were investigated for voice label recognition over the public switched telephone network and an experimental study evaluating the performance of these techniques over a large population of users.
An experimental study was carried out in the context of a trial name dialing service. This service is briefly described in Section 2. An evaluation speech corpus corresponding to a subset of the total utterances collected from actual users of the service is also described. The acoustic modeling performed as part of the subword acoustic model based BMM speech recognizer used for name dialing is described in Section 3. Baseline speech recognition performance is presented for a variety of different modeling scenarios. Utterance verification techniques are very important for userconfigurable vocabularies because out-of-vocabulary input from users is especially common. To deal with these "unexpected" events, several techniques based on likelihood ratio based hypothesis testin criteria are applied to verifying to modifying the optimization criterion used in the decoder.
Techniques and experiments relating to utterance verification in the name dialing service are discussed in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, a set of speaker normalization techniques intended to reduce the acoustic mismatch between the speaker independent acoustic models and new speakers' utterances are evaluated on the name dialing task.
word hypotheses produced % y the speech recognizer and also 2 NAME DIALING TASK
. 1 Description of Service
The vocabulary independent speech recognition techniques described in this paper are motivated by the development of a system which allows a user to associate voice labels with frequently dialed telephone numbers. Once the service has been accessed, the user can place a call by simply speaking the voice label that has been assodated with the desired number. For the system evaluated in this study, a user adds new entries to the voice label inventory by speaking three utterances of the word during an enrollment procedure. The name dialing service is based on a speaker independent subword acoustic model based HMM speech recognizer. Each vocabulary word is represented as a sequence of subword acoustic units, or a phonetic transaiption, that must be derived automatically from the enrollment utterance. Sepazate phonetic transcriptions are derived from each enrollment utterance and encorporated into the speaker specific lexicon.
Speech Corpora
The speech corpus used to conduct the experimental study described in Section 4 is composed of utterances collected from actual users of a trial version of the name dialing service described in Section 2. 
ACOUSTIC MODELING
It is generally assumed that a pronunciation dictionary exists for all words in the vocabulary or that some lexical representation of the vocabulary worlds exists from which a phonetic pronunciation can be derived. Name dialing, in the context of the application described here, has no such prior information as to the pronunciation of the vocabulary words. Hence, there are two acoustic: modeling problems that must be addressed in configuring a name dialing system. The first is the problem of training the initial set of subword acoustic units. The second problem is obtaining the phonetic transcription of the vocabulary words. This section will describe the analysis and modeling procedures used to deal with both of these problem.
The subword acoustic models were trained from a subset of a telephone based speech recognition corpus collected over the public switched telephone network [9] . The subset of the corpus consisted of 12146 general phrases read by 2004 speakers reunited from the population of AT&T employees in the continental United :States. A set of 43 general context phoneme models, P, were trained using the segmental k-means algorithm from this database.
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, aK1 simulations in this paper were performed using twelve linear prediction derived cepstrum coefficients along with the first and second Merence coefficients resulting in a 39 component observation vector. No channel or noise compensattion strategies were employed, nor was there any processing applied that requiring multiple passes Over the utterance. The jth phonetic baseform RJ is given by the N, length sequence R, = rj,l,. . . , rl,Nj. The phonemes r,,,, E P that are p r e duced as part of the phonetic baseform for class j are taken from the set of 43 vocabulary independent phones described above. The optimum phonetic baseform is obtained by Speech recognition performance was measured for several different configurations of a name dialing system and displayed in Table 1 . Forty-three subword acoustic models were trained using three state left-tcrright HMM's from the corpus described above. Table 1 describes each system in terms of the number of mixtures per state, the size of the speaker dependent speech recognition vocabulary, and the procedure used for obtaining phonetic baseforms for the vocabulary words. Since each of the 56 speakers in the trial created a separate recognition vocabulary, speech rtcognition performance was measured individually using a separate lexicon for each speaker and then irveraged.
The first row of Table 1 gives recognition performance when the full vocabulary for each speaker is active during recognition and phonetic baseforms were obtained "automatically" from an avera e of three e n " e n t utterances per word. A level of 9 6 . h correct speech recognition performance was obtained. This fell only slightly to 96.0% when the number of mixtures was rediiced to sixteen. In Section 4, several techniques are investigated for verifying the presence of a keyword within an utterance by defining a reduced vocabulary of five words pe1 speaker, and considering the remaining words as "out-of-vocabulary." The third row of Table 1 shows that error-rate decreased over 60% when using the smaller vocabulary. A discussion of the word verification results will be given in Section 4. Finally, the last row of Table 1 describes the performance of a system which obtains phonetic baseforms for vocabylary words using the pronunaation engine from the Bell Labs text-to-speech system [ l t A single phonetic expansion was obtained for each wor . Since many vocabulary items were proper names, it was necessary to hand correct many of the pronunciations produced by the text-speech-system. It was surprising to note that the error rate actually increased nearly 30% using the text-to-speech pronunciations. This is consistent with the findings of a similar study [3] . 
Speech Kecognition
The second parameterization considered is based on a frame based likelihood ratio test. The alternate hypothesis probability is given in terms of the observation probabilities Figure 1 shows that, in both cases, over 80% of the out-of-vocabulary utterances were rejected at an operating point where only 5% of the within-vocabulary utterances were rejected. The plot on the right shows that nearly 99% of in-vocabulary words were correctly detected by the two methods at the same operating point. Figure 1 is far worse than the other less constrained alternate models. The reason for this poor performance is the lexically constrained word-net does not adequately "cover" the acoustic space meant be represented by the alternate model. A single set of alternate hypothesis models was trained for the entire population of 56 speakers using the utterances collected during enrollment. The iterative training procedure was initialized from a single three state maximum likelihood (ML) trained HMM. The UV performance is summarized in Table 2 as the equal error rate (EER), the error probability obtained when the probability of false word acceptance and false word rejection are equal. S e p arate EER figures are given for word dependent and word independent decision thresholds.
LR Based
The first row of Table 2 displays the UV performance for the state-net alternative hypothesis model whose receiver operating characteristic curves are shown in Figure 1 . The second row represents the EER performance of a single three state HMM model obtained from maJdmum likelihood training on the enrollment utterances. Finally, the last row of Table 2 gives the word verification performance after the discriminative LR training procedure had been performed on the enrollment utterances. It is dear from the table that the LR training procedure had a significant effect on word verification performance for the case of word dependent and word independent decision thresholds.
SPEAKER NORMALIZATION
The name dialing task as described in Section 2 relies on the use of speaker independent subword acoustic hidden Markov models. While the enrollment procedure described in the previous section produces speaker dependent phonetic transcriptions, there may still be significant acoustic mismatch between the speaker independent HMM's and a new speaker's utterances. A procedure was investigated for reducing the effects of this mismatch without significantly increasing the amount of computation requked during recognition or the amount of memory that must be dedicated to the storage of speaker dependent parameters. The procedure corresponds to a frequency warping approach to speaker normalization. The goal of this approach is to warp the frequency scale of speech utterances in order to maximize the likelihood of the utterance with respect to the HMM model. The use of a maximum likelihood criterion for selecting a frequency warping function in continuous speech recognition was originally proposed hn [I]. The frequency warping techniques discussed here are based on the work described in [4] .
Li and Rose linearly expanded and compressed the frequency scale for an utterance by ad.iusting the positions and the shapes of the filters in a mel--scale filter bank implemented as p* of mel-frequency cepstrum (MFC) analysis [4] . During recognition, an optimum linear warping factor was chosen which maximized the .likelihood of the test utterance with respect to the speaker independent HMM's.
During training, the frequency scale of the utterances from each training speaker were warped so that the resulting speaker independent HMM was defind over a normalized feature set. When applied to speakur normalization in a telephone based connected digit recognition task, frequency warping reduced the error rate by approximately twenty percent. For the name dialing task, this speaker normalization paradigm was modified to minimize ithe added computational complexity during recognition. Frequency warping was performed as part of the training procedure as described above. However, instead of reestimating a new warping factor for each test utterance as described in [4], the optimal warping factor for a given speaker was estimated from the enrollment utterances for that speaker. A single warping factor is then stored as a speaker dependent parameter for reducing model mismatch.
The procedure for estimating a linear warping factor 6, for speaker i can be summarized as follows. Assuming that the observation sequence, Y,,, , are independent, the probabilities in Equation 6 can be updated as new enrollment utterances become available without having to access previous enrollment utterances.
The performance of this speaker normalization paradigm is described in Figure 2 . The plots in the figure show ROC'S obtained using MFC analysis which was computed using warped and unwarped tilter bank coefficients. In comparing Figure 2 to the "statenet" curves in Figure 1 , it is dear that the filter-bank and linear prediction based feature analysis obtain similar performance. It is also clear from Figure 2 that the frequency warped MFC analysis shows significant improvement over the unwarped MFC case.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A set of techniques and experiments for improving the performance of voice label detection in a name dialing task have been described. These techniques were evaluated on utterances that were collected during an actual trial of a name dialing service over the telephone network. Speaker independent acoustic baseforms were created for each vocabulary word in terms of a set of vocabulary independent phoneme models. These baseforms were created through an enrollment procedure where the user of the service spoke an average of three utterances per voice label. Several different likelihood ratio based hypothesis testing procedures were evaluated for word verification. The procedures differed both in the manner in which the alternate hypothesis 
